AGENDA REPORTS PACK
EXTRA ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING
14th July 2020
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20/142.

Annual Governance Statement
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20/143.

Accounting Statements
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20/144.

GCP Survey on Waterbeach to Cambridge link

As the delivery body for the Greater Cambridge City Deal, the Greater Cambridge Partnership (GCP)
is investing in solutions to tackle current and future transport problems by offering better and more
sustainable ways to make journeys by public transport, cycling and walking.
Investment in infrastructure is well underway to create new and improved public transport routes
along four corridors identified as essential to connect growing communities to employment hubs
across the city including the Waterbeach to Cambridge corridor via the A10.
The Waterbeach to Cambridge project is looking at access to and from the city from the north to
enable people to get around more easily by public transport, cycle or on foot. As part of this process
a pre-consultation engagement is underway, this involves seeking views through an online survey
and the ability to add suggestions by placing a pin with comment on the interactive map. Comments
have already been made about improvement of footpath and cycle routes to Cottenham.
The consultation closes on 3rd August. All councillors should be encouraged to complete the survey
and leave comments on the interactive map. A formal response should be made to GCP by CPC.
Views are to be sought and collated for discussion and approval at the Highways Committee meeting
on 28th July.
https://www.greatercambridge.org.uk/WaterbeachToCambridge

20/145.

Green Infrastructure in Greater Cambridge

https://greater-cambridge-consultation-hub-luc.hub.arcgis.com/
Green infrastructure = the network of natural and semi-natural spaces e.g. parks, private gardens,
allotments, woodland, hedges, footpaths, cycle routes and watercourses.
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan = a list of all the infrastructure projects needed to support the
Greater Cambridge Local Plan.
This survey asks local bodies to list examples, based on local knowledge, to make sure nothing is
missed when fed into the Greater Cambridge local plan being developed this autumn.
Two parts to survey – each optional. Fuller description in ANNEX below but briefly:
Part 1
- which green infrastructure sites are thriving and which need help? (give examples)
- what are the main pressures & challenges?
- where are opportunities for creation and enhancement?
Part 2
- give details of any initiative in green infrastructure for possible inclusion in the Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (e.g. any green space creation/enhancement, new or enhanced sports pitches,
new leisure centres, habitat creation)
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Recommendations for CPC response:
1. We partially complete Part 1, stating that Development pressure/viability is the main
pressure/challenge on green infrastructure.
(If fellow councillors have suggestions for sites which are thriving, need help or offer opportunities,
please provide information by Friday 17th July for possible inclusion).
2. We complete Part 2 giving details of:
a) New Life the Old West project (Jo can you point me in direction of where to find any details
highlighted in yellow in ANNEX)
b) Our aspirations to expand the playing fields at the recreation ground – probably not strictly
speaking allowable but worth flagging? (I can look at Neighbourhood Plan for some info)
c) Anything else?
ANNEXE
Greater detail of survey questions:
Pt1
Which green infrastructure sites are thriving and provide the most value to people and wildlife in
Greater Cambridge?
Which green infrastructure sites need intervention to enable them to provide more value to people
and wildlife in Greater Cambridge?
What are the main pressures and threats to green infrastructure in Greater Cambridge in the future?
Recreational pressure; Climate change; Lack of funding; Development pressure; Agricultural
activity; Other
Where do you consider the key opportunities for green infrastructure creation and enhancement in
Greater Cambridge to be over the next 5 years and beyond? (indicate location).
What are the major challenges in delivering green infrastructure schemes?
Lack of local government funding; Lack of community support; Development viability; Lack of
collaboration between different bodies; Other
Are you aware of any innovative approaches to date in Greater Cambridge or elsewhere in delivering
and funding green infrastructure assets?
Are there certain geographical areas that are particularly poorly served by green infrastructure in
Greater Cambridge?
Are there certain geographical areas in Greater Cambridge that are completely lacking green
infrastructure?
Are there certain communities (e.g. the elderly, children etc) that are particularly poorly served by
green infrastructure in Greater Cambridge?
Pt 2
For our work on the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) we are looking for information on any
initiative green infrastructure, sport and recreation project which might be relevant to the local plan
(e.g. any green space creation/enhancement, new or enhanced sports pitches, new leisure centres,
habitat creation).
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Add new record for each initiative/project
Infrastructure project name*
Brief description
What standards / evidence bases have been used to justify the infrastructure project?
Upload any relevant standards / evidence base documents
Indicate the project location
Lead / Partner organisations including contact details
Delivery milestones and overall timescale
Delivery mechanisms
(e.g. will this be direct provision by developer, or by another organisation such as the future
parks accelerator)
Anticipated total cost
Anticipated cost for each year of the plan period (the plan period is 2017 – 2040).
Total of identified funding split between funding sources
Identified funding secured
Details of funding
Risks to project delivery
Does the project relate to a specific development site – if so which (ones)
Whether there are alternatives which could also meet need / address the issue
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